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The next general elections in Costa Rica are scheduled for February 1994. With party nomination
conventions just three months away, the country's two main political parties- -the Social Christian
Unity Party (Partido Unidad Social Cristiana, PUSC) and the National Liberation Party (Partido
Liberacion Nacional, PLN) are both immersed in acrimonious internal political struggles. Most
recent public opinion polls indicate that the PLN- -which governed throughout most of the 1980s
under the administrations of presidents Luis Alberto Monge and Oscar Arias is favored to recapture
the presidency in 1994. However, the party's aspirations are seriously threatened by political
divisions which have to date impeded the closing of party ranks behind a single presidential
candidate. In fact, political analysts suggest that at least two PLN candidates may simultaneously
wind up on the ballot next February. Speculation regarding a split in the PLN was fueled even
further in early March when one of the leading candidates, former deputy Jose Miguel Corrales,
publicly asserted that he will not back the candidacy of his PLN rival Jose Maria Figueres if the latter
secures the party nomination. The PLN national convention is scheduled for June 6. The most recent
public opinion polls indicate that among PLN supporters, Figueres ranks in first place with 45%,
followed by Margarita Penon with 23%, and Corrales with 19%. However, when the responses of the
entire electorate are added in (not just PLN supporters), Corrales counts on nearly as much support
as Figueres. A similar situation prevails in the governing PUSC. In late March, the PUSC's current
front runner Miguel Angel Rodriguez accused his leading rival, Juan Jose Trejos, of betraying
social christian ideology by blindly embracing neo-liberalism. Rodriguez said he was breaking off
discussions with Trejos aimed at cementing party unity around a single slate of candidates and
platform. The PUSC convention is scheduled for June 13. (Source: Agence France-Presse, 03/25/93)
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